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Interactive Notebooks
Organized 
Personalized 
Interactive

“It’s a way of keeping track 
of our notes and homework, 

and it makes life easier 
when it comes to a test.”



Organized 

It’s not just about 
organizing papers. 

It’s about organizing the 
learning process.



Elements of The Spiral
Table of Contents 
Right Hand Page 
Left Hand Page 
Rule of the Page 
Rule of the Attachment 
Stamps/Stickers





Left Hand - Right Hand



Left Hand - Right Hand



Do you see a 
pattern in your 
neighborhood?



“On The Same Page”



Can I really be this 
organized?

Do what you can 
Notebook does not need 
to look exactly like this! 
Glue, tape, hand write  
Enlist student feedback, 
modify what you’re doing



What if they …

… run out of space on the page? 
… are on the wrong page? 

… forget their spiral? 
… (gasp) lose it? 



- Zach -  
grade 8



Personalization





Is this only doodling?



Color tells the brain: 
 “pay attention!” 

  
Increase in visual 

learners in past 10 years 

Creating visual images  
 =  

Higher order thinking skills



- Evan -  
grade 6



Interactive?



Interactive!





- Will - 
 grade 7



“Rudderless”



Spirals are… 
“handmade textbooks and 

organizational tools for 
mathematics.” 

“personal lightweight 
textbooks that you make  

in your own words.” 

“notebooks where everything 
is in one place and there 

aren’t any papers that are 
just stuffed in your backpack 

or locker.” 



How do I get started?
Spiral notebooks 

Tape or glue 

Scissors 

Storage bins

http://mathmagicians.vanessweb.com/2016/04/05/
welcome-to-the-math-magicians/



Rewindable Lessons
or how students can maximize their learning



What is rewindable learning?
also known as “flipped lessons”



Flipped learning - flipped classroom
Jon Bergmann 
Aaron Sams 

2007





Getting Started …

Start small 
Simple concepts







How did we do?
at-a-glance results





How did we do?
at-a-glance results



Online!

Now what?



- Kobe -  
grade 7



Questions? Observations?
http://mathmagicians.vanessweb.com/

2016/04/05/welcome-to-the-math-magicians/


